
A DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
- -

CONCEPT' MAY A' 

l. a) A descriptive account of the development of the concept of 

-
Maya in the Vedas. lndra is said to be mayavi. Maya in the 

principal Upani~ads, e.g. In the Svetasvatara. May am tu prakr tim 

vidyatmayinariltu mahesvaram. Maya in the Gita : maya is a 

creative power of the Godhead. 

b) Maya In the chief schools of philosophical thought particularly 

those of Vedanta. 

The Vedas and the Upni~ads formed the background of the 

Vedanta. The Vedanta being an orthodox system of philosophy 

employ reason in subordination to the authority of the Vedas. 

Among the Vedas the f3-g-Veda is the most ancient record 

of the Indo-Aryan Religious thought. In the Vedic religion 

the gamut of all later philosophical thoughts can be traced 

back including polytheism, henotheism, monotheism and monism. 

The Vedic thinkers wondered at the grar. nd and sublime powers 

of nature and clothes them with the glory of supernatural 

and superhuman spirits akin to mankind. This broke forth 

into songs In the honour of the Gods of the Sun (Surya), the 

dawn (Usas), the rai r~ cloud (paryanya) and the like. One of . 
the God s Indra holds the earth, the sky, and the heaven. He 

unites the immeasurable earth and the sky. He is the father 

of the Maruts, the fire-God. He is the destroyer of enemies 
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in the battle field. He is the protector of the worshippers. He is the 

killer of demon Vrtra. 

To understand the significance of the concept of maya in Indian thought 

we should discuss first how it occurs frequently in the Vedas specially 

in Rg-Veda. The concept of maya was used generally to recognise the 

mighty supernatural forces of the Gods like lndra, Varu~a, Mitra and 

Agni. 

In ~g-veda Maya stands for some sort of energy - a power to do something. 

The later-developed sense of 'magic' - has references in the Vedas 

specially in respect of cunning and deceptive power of the asuras. 

"Ayam loko jaiamasecchakrasya mahato mahan 

Tenahamindra jalenamumstamasabhidadhamisarvan" 1 

This world so mighty was the net of sakra; of the Mighty One : 

With this, the net of Indra, I envelop all those men with gloom. 

Again in ~g-Veda 7/104/24 

- . - , / 
"Indra jahi pumar;sa~ yatudhahamtua striyam maya}""-sasadanam 

vigrl vaso muradevardantuma te drsant Suryamuccarantam ••• " 

Slay the male demon; Indra ! slay the female joying and trumphing in 

arts of magic. Let the fools' Gods with but necks fall and perish, and 

see no more the Sun when he arises. 
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-
This sort of Maya is basically I Asuri maya I or I Asurasya Maya'' a special 

prerogtive to the asuras. 

"Sam raja urgra v~sabha di vaspatl P:thi vya Mitra Varuna vicarsanl 

Citrebhivabhrairupa tisthathoravam dyam var~ayatho asurasyamayaya ••• " 

Imperial Kings, strong, Heroes, Lords of earth and heaven, Mitra an 

Varuna, ye ever active ones, 

Ye wait on thunder with the many tinted clouds, a nd by the Asura's 

. H . 2 mag1c power cause eaven to ra1n. 

Infact m ~g -Veda there is the reference of two types of Maya - Maya 

which belongs to the Gods Daivl maya and Adaivl maya, which belongs 

to the Asuras. The latter is described as a sort of obstructing power 

- demon Vrtra possesses it. The Vedic Ris is is various hymns prayed 

to the Gods to destroy this asurl maya. 

"Pradevlrmayah sahate dureviih sistito srnge raksase vinikse" .) . . . . 
(Lord Agni) He conquers gobss and malign enchantments, and sharpens 

both his horr1s to gore the Rakshas. 

"Ime naro Vrtrahatyesu sura vis'va adevirabhih santu mayiih"
4 

. - . 
Let these men, heroes in the fight with foeman, prevail against all 

Godless arts of magic. 

"Prendrasya vocam prathama krtani pranutana Maghava ya cakara. . . 
Yadedadiverashista maya athabhavat Kevalah Sorno asya." 5 

I will declare the earliest deeds of Indra, and recent acts which Maghavan 

both accomplished. 
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When he had conquered Godless wites and magic, Soma became his 

own entire possession. 

"Vajrena hi Vrtraha . V~tramastaradevasya 
/.,.. I -
susuvanasya - - 6 mayah." 

The Vrtra slayer with his bolt felled V:tra; the magic of the godless, 

waxen mighty. 

-
The adaivi maya is the root c ause of the Universe-something inherent 

within our mind. It is mainly a part of negative magical deceptive 

power that should be conquered. This adaivl maya was destroyed by 

Lord Indra with the help of His creative Daivi Maya. 

"Yadha ta~ mayina~ m:gam tamu tva~ mayayadherararchannanu svarajyam ••• "7 

(For) Thou (Indra) with thy surpassing power smotest to death the gu ile ful! 

beast, landing own imperial sway. 

"Tvam mayabhiranavadya may1nam s~avasyata manasa V:tramardaya~ u
8 

(Oh Indra) Thou with magic powers didst rend the conjurer V_rtra, 0 

Blameless One, with heart that longed for fame. 

"Ahimohanamapa asayana~ pra mayabhirmayi va~ sak;adindra~ ••• "9 

Indra with wondrous powers subdued the Dragon, the guileful lurker 

who besent the waters. 

"Ni mayino danavasya maya apadayat papivant sutasya."
10 

And, having drunk his fill of flowing Soma baffled the guileful. Danava's 

devices. 

11 
"Aya ha tyam mayaya vavrdhanam manojuva svatava~ parvatena." . . . 
Strong of thyself, thou by this art hast shattered, with thought 

Parvata, him who waked ae;ains t thee. 

swift 
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Varu~ is also worshipped as described to subdue the magicalmaya -

"Sa hi dyuta vidyuta veti sam a prthum yoni masuratva Sasada . . 
- - - - 12 

Sa sani?ebhi~ prasahano asya bhraturna ~te saptathasya mayah ••• 

He goes to end his work with lighting flashes; wide is the seat his Asura 

glory gives him. 

With his companions, not without his Brother, he quells this Saptatha's 

magic devices. 

t' 

Thus Varu na the God of Sunya who destroys its last destitute by his 

enlightened feet and He himself enters in Vitoka Loka 

- - - - - - - - 13 
"Sa maya archina padastranan nakamaruhat." 
(Varuna) with his bright feot he overthrow their magic, and went up to heaven. 

This adaivi maya is not the creative force of the world creation. This 

magical power is something which 
.. 14 

"Na tam vidatha ya ima jajana • . 
It makes destruction to know the Lord the Reality within. 

-
On the otherhand daivi maya has been described as the energy or power 

belonging to God's own nature. It is the First Law of the Universe 

comparable to the notion of 'Dharma' or 'Rta'-some sort of prajna. 

The world is created and sustained through this maya - out of some 

ananda. 

"mayavino mami tt. e asya mayaya nrcaksasah pi t a ro ga rbha ma dadhuh." 
15 

By his high wisdom have the might sages wrought, the Fathers who 

behold mankind laid down the germ. 

- - - ,.16 
"Sa vahinih putrah pitroh pavitravan punati dhl ro bhuvanani mayaya ••• 
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Son of these parents, he the priest with power to clause, sage, sanctifies 

the worlds with his surpassing power. 

"Adharayat prthi vern visvedhaya samastabhnanmayaya dyamavasrasah." 17 

(Lord Indra) First he upheld the earth that nourisheth all life, and stayed 

the heaven from falling by his wondrous skill. 

/ \ /_ 

"Uta sindhum vbal yarn vitasthanamadhi ksami 
• 1\ 

- - 18 Paristha Indra mayaya." 

Thou, Indra, didst with mag1c power resist the overflowing stream . Who 

spreads her waters over the land . 

Now, in interpreting the spirit of the Vedic thought the Upani~ads (princi

pal) should be realised first. The upani~ads came i rnmediately after the 

Vedas as the continuation and development of the views of the vedic 

hymns. The Upani~ads thus forming the concluding portions of the Veda, 

are called as Veda-anta or the end of the Veda, which suggests that 

they contain the essence of the Vedi c teaching. The advancement of 

the Upanisads on the Vedas consists in an increased emphasis on the 

monistic suggestions of the Vedic hymns. It is assumed as clear from 

the account of the monistic nature of Brahman, that Bhahman is the 

sole and only reality of the world, and its material and efficient cause. 

"That created itself by itself". 

"Yathorna nabhih S[jate g~h~ate ca, yathapphivyam o~adhayas sarnbha-

vanti, 
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Yatha satah puru;5at tathaksarat sambhavatiha . ~ 19 
VISVam". 

As a Spider sends forth and draws in {its thread), as he'rbs grow on the 

earth, as the hair (grows) on the head and the body of a living person, 

so from the Imperishable arises here the univ~rse. 

It 1s the oneness or tadatmya between Brahman and the world that 

IS expressed in all such s1okas. The external world of everyday e-Xperience 

IS not something alien, not something qualitatively different from the 

-
A tman. 

It is Brahman who according to the Upani~ads is the sole source of 

life and death, creation and destruction acting as the single thread which 

synthesize the unity with the whole plurality. Brahman is in the world, 

though not as the world. There remains the eternal problem of explaining 

co-existence of plurality and unity. In the absence of specific knowledge 

of Brahman1 philosophers like Sarj1kara generally tend to explain the 

inexplicable relation with the help of maya. As a matter of fact, in 

many passages the Upanisads declare that the world is only a development 

of the absolute spirit. Nature is a system of spontaneity or self-evolving 

autonomy is the manefesti ve realisation of the Absolute truth. The whole 

process of creation depends on self expression which is the essence 
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of the absolute. Activity and force are inherent in Absolute existence. 

Maya, in the sense of energy is potentially present in Being. 

Some philosophers beleive that, the upani~ads support the doctrine of 

maya in the sense of illusoriness of the world. Deussen held such a view 

that God alone is real and there is no creation at all-this view is supported 

by the Upanisads. The argument urged in favour of this theory of illusion . 
1s that, the Upanisads assert the sole reality of Brahman, which leads . 
to think that the world is unreal. 

In Upanisads the origin of the world is traced to creation or emanation . . 
The world springs from Him is sustained by Him, and absorbed in Him, 

and is founded in Him, "Taddhedam tarhyavyakrtam as :it tannamarupabhyam 
• 

- ... 20 eva vyaknyata". 

,.. ---The Svetasvatara, a later Upani~ad refers to the creation of the world 

by God out of maya or prakrti, which is constituted by his various powers. 

God is the Lord of prak;ti and individual souls. He is endowed with 

maya. God is explained as mayin, who works with His wonderful power 

and creates the world out of this power. All the works of the world 

are wrought by Him. The supreme is both transcendent and immanent. 

It is at the sametime manifest and unmanifest vy'aktavyakta~, the silent 

and the articulate ;abdasabdat;l real and unreal sad - asat. Maya is 

prak;ti. "Maya_m - - , 21 God 
tu prakrtim vidyan mayinam tu mahe svaram". 
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possessed of maya, creates the world. His powers are supreme and various. 

- . 22 - . - . 23 "Asman Maye s;jate v lsvam etat". "Parsyasaktlr vividhaiva sni!Jate" • 

These powers constitute maya or prakrti, which is real. One God creates .. 
diverse objects by means of his various powers. 

"Yas tantunabha iva tantubheh pr ·ajhanajai~. 

Svabhava ta h deva e ka h svam a vrnot, 

Sanodadha d bra hma pyayam". 24 .. 

The one God who according to his own nature, covers himself like a 

spider with threads produced from pradhana (unmanifested matter), 

may ~e grant us entrance into Brahman. Again, "Ya eko jalavan Tsata 

- I - • 25 esanebh1h" • . 
The one who spreads the net, who rules with his ruling powers. Samkara

charya identifees fala or net with maya. 

"te yoganugata 
I 

apasyan 
- I 

devatmasaktim sva-gur;air 

Ya~ Kara~ani nikhel.~vi tanik~datmayaktany adhitiHhatyeka~." 

Those who followed after (were devoted to) meditation and contemplation 

saw the self powe r of the Divine hidden in its own qualities. He is the 

one who rules over all these causes from time to the soul. 

/ 

Svetasvatara Upani~ad also says that, prakrti or maya is unborn, composed 

of sattva rajas and tamas and is mutable. It creates many similar products 
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out of these gur:as 'A jam ekam lohi tasu h..dkrsnam bahveh projah srjamD,nam 

sarupal;l' - 4/5:tsyabhidhyanad yaja r:-1t tattva- bhavad bhuyas cante visva-

- - ' . mayani vrttih. 

By meditating on Him, by uniting with Him, by relfecting on His being 

more and more, there is complete cessation fro m the i 1\usion of the 

world. 

Though Brahman is devoid of sa ttva, rajas and tamas (nirgu':la), they are 

his power by which he conceals his essential nature, and creates the 

world. Maya is the power which moulds forms in the formless. God though 

is not subject to maya has control of over it. Though Brahman is logically 

prior to God though God is iaken over into Brahman's transcendental 

being. This concept of prakrti or maya is different from the Samkhya 

c 0ncept of prakrti, composed of the gur:as is his own power (S va~akti). 

He creates the world out of his own power of prakrti. Prakrti is the 

concious power of Brahman, which can create the world of multiple 

forms and various objects. 

Maya is also explained as the cosmi c nescie nce. It constitutes the body 

of Sutratma or Isvar~'. He is self concious with Maya as the non-ego 

or object of conciousness. While the world is created by the power of 

maya of lsvara, the individual soul is bound down by maya in the sense 

of avidya or ignorance. Avidya is mentioned in the Upani~ads as the 
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source of delusion. The Katha Upanisad says that when a person lodges 

himsel f in vidya, wisdom, instead of avidya, ignorance, he can easily 

realise the truth i.e. Brahman. 

'' avidyayam antare vartamana~, svayam 

dhirah pand i ta mrn a nya ma na ~ 

dandramyamana~ pariyanti mu9ha~ 

26 
andhenaviva neyamanay athandh"~tl/' . 

The cosmic consc iousness bey vnd cause and effec t, ego and non- '"' go, 

is called Brahman. If we concentrate our attention on Brahman, the 

Absolute Truth, we feel that the world is not independent of Brahman. 

Their relati o n can not be explained. Maya is on the other hand may 
- , 

be explained as the creative power of Isvara. The world is explained 
I 

as real and unreal, sat and asat. Svetasvara Upanisad says that, God . 
1s the magician (Mayin) and maya is prak~ti. He created the world out 

of prakrti and covered Himself in it. "The power of God was Hidden . 
in His own qualities. "God is the Lord of Prakrti and individual souls 

" (k~etrajna)" Sve ta svatara Upani~ad 4/10, 6/10, 1/3, 6/16. Here prakrti 
• 

or maya is conceived as the power of God. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad . . . 
II 

says lndra maya bhih pururupa eyate II Maya has been conceived as the 

su/ e rna tural power by which lndra t a kes various forms. Creation is 

the manifestation of the power of God. 

It is sometimes held by different philosophers that the Upanisads supported 

... 1 ., , .. L': 1 

...L- - ~- ~--1 } { 

Y1993 

. 
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the doctrime of maya as a mere illusory force. Because the non-duality 

of the Self or Atman or Br a hman as the sole reality of the universe 

was emphasised. It is undoubtedly ue that according to the Upani~ads, 

plurality, succession in time, co-existe nc e in space, relations of c .use 

and effect, oppositions of subject and object are not absolute reality. 

But this is not saying that they are not existent or mere illusions created 

by some deceptive power. Regarding the re fe re nce of maya, the Upani~ads 

simply t:-y to emphasise that there is some underlying reality in all 

experienc ed finite objects. But, it is to be noted that the Upani~ads 

nowhere say that the infinite excludes the finite. 

According to Dr. Radhakrishnan there has been much criticism of the 

theory of the U pani~ads under the false impression that it supports 

the illusory nature of the world . Undoubtedly the Upani~ads emphasise 

that there is one Absolute, were there not an absolute, we should be 

la 11ded in a vacuam, which would be purpose less. But the essential harmony 

between Being and becoming is also emphasised. Mayavada is in no 

sense implied to support the doctrine of the illusion. 

In our religious life the dual aspect of Brahman exherts a great influence. 

It inspires a man to transcend his own limitations to attain spiritual 

freedom - though he fs bound to live and suffer in this material world 

of finitude. It is the inherent reliance on the synthesi s of sadast in Brahman 

which can only help a man to go beyond this asat to reach the sat. 
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If the world or irs creative power may a wer e altogether unreal none 

can proceed from the unreal to the real. 

Infact "There is hardly any suggest ion in the Upani?ads that the entire 

universe of change is a basisless fabric of fancy a mere phenomenal 

27 show or a world of shadows." The Upani§ads never teaches us that 

the world is a ba rren nothing. 

On the contrary Katha Upani~ad says that the supreme Lord experiences 

tl 1, . rf' sults of deeds: ( 1\~11 ) 

ll rtam pibantau sukrtasya lokeguha~ 

parv~~tan parameparardhe 

chaya tapau brahma - vido - vadante 

pancagnayo ye~ca tri naciketah." 

It suggests that we are the images and likenesses of God, and when 

we experience the result of our deeds, He does also. There is an intimate 

relation between God and the world of souls. The Absolute is not a 

metaphysical abstraction. The world of our experience what is subject 

to change and growth in the world of becoming reaches its fulfillment 

in the world of the Absolute. The Brahman is not in anyway a cancellation 

of the world of becoming, but its transmi 5ration. The world is God's 

revelation of Himself. His joy assumes all these forms. "Anadarupam 

amrtam yad vibhati". But there is a rl roper view which identifies the 
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Upai1i~ad doct rine with an ab.stract rnomsm, which reduces the world 

into an ernpty rf ream. The root cause of c alling the relation between 

the infinite Brahman and the finite world as maya lies with its inexpli-

cability. 

The .)hagabat Glta, which is a part of Bhl~maparva of the Mahabharata, 

IS the most important, most popular and authoritative work of Hinduism. 

It has several commentaries written by the vedantists and is called 

as the Gita. The m~aphysical idealism preached by the Upani~ads is 

transformed in the Gita into a theisti c religion, providing room for 

love, faith, prayer and devotion. The Gi ta tends to mould the idealism 

as acceptable to the daily life of mankind, which upholds an energetic 

force conception among the active participation of the supreme Lord 

in this world. 

It gives us a conception of God who is real though overcomes the limited-

ness of finite and unreality of noneternal. . beings - who coincides within 

Himself real and unreal finite and infinite . "The Gita refuses to commit 

the fallacy of taking distinct io ns for d, , isio ns. It reconci ·les all abstract 

. . 1128 
oppos1 twns. 

Though the Glta does not sufficiently explain how the Absolute truth 

the supre .n e reality which is originally conceived as non-active spirit 

becomes the personal, active spiri t 1.e. Puru~ottma- creating and sustaining 
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the universe. The concept of maya is mainly introduced with the aim 

of explaining the mysterious relation between the Absolute God and 

the personal God. Lqgically this mysterious relation may be explained 

as the sakti or power of the absolute. As the generative power prakrti 

it is the source of delusion which hides the true nature of reality from 

finite beings. 

Infact, it is the contradiction which constitutes the main spring of progress. 

It 0.ppears that even God as the creator has the element of negativity 

or maya though he controls it. The GTta believes in God of love and 

divine incarnation. Though He is unborn and infinite, and the transcendent 

Lord of all creatures, he assumes a human body by limiting his infinitude 

through His prakrti or power of maya. 

The Gita says -

-"ajo'pe sann avyayatma 

bhl"Jtanam Isvaro'pi san 

prakrtim svarn adhi~thaya 

sambhavamy atmamayaya." !(. ~ 

The supreme God puts forth His active nature or svam prakrtim and . 
creates the jivas, who work out their destines according to their own 

nature . 

The author of th t: Glta frequently remind s us that the manifold manifes-

tation is a creation of own mysti c ;)owe r, or yogan)aya. 
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"na' ham prakasb sarvasya -

mudho' ya m - na' bhijanini 

loko ma majam avyayam". 30 

Prakni or God's maya is the material cause of the world. It is modified 

into the world under the guidance of God, who is its efficient cause 

God has lower (apara) prakrti compsed of earth, water, li ~ht, air, ether, 

manas and buddhi - which is the material cause of the physical and 

biologic al world and phychical entities. · He has higher (para) prak;ti, 

which sustains the finite embodied souls. Both of these lower and higher 

prak;ti are the powers of God; So God becomes both material and efficient 

cause of the world. Higher and : Jwer maya are c onceived as purusa . 
and prakrti i.e. matter and consciousness . 

Prakrti is God's maya composed of "sattva ra jas and tamas. Again, they 

are the produ c t s of prak~ti. Maya is not an appearance. It is a real 

- - - 31 power of God. "Daive hye~a gur:tamaye marn a maya duratyaya". 

"Mayadhyakhsena prakrih su yate sacaracara m . . . 
hetuna' nena Kauntiya Jagad viparivartate"

32 
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Prakrti and purusa both are eternal. . . They are neither created nor destroyed. 

- 33 ubhavapi" "Prakrtim pursimcaiva viddhyan.ade .. 

Gradually maya comes to mean the lower prakpi, since puru~a is said 

to be the s~ed which the Lord castes into the womb of prak~ti for the 

generation of the universe. The divine maya gradually is conceived as 

avidya maya is the source of delusion to the mortals whereas, to God 

who knows it all and controls it is vidyani-aya. To human being maya 

is a source of trouble and misery. 

Since, the world is only an effect of God, who is the cause, and since 

everywhere the cause is more : eal than effect, the world as effect 

is said to be less real than God the cause. There is a constant struggle 

of opposites in the world of experiences, though the real is above aU. 

God gives relative freedom to the finite souls by exercising which they 

do right or wrong actions and earn merits or demerits. When the finite 

will remain in accordance to the divine will, and is motivated by the 

divine purpose, it consciously becomes an instrument of the divine will, 

and acts to realise the~urpose of God. 

"esvarah sarvabh"lnanam . 
hrddese' rjuna testhati . . 

bhramayan sarvabhutani 

. - - - 34 yantrarudhani mayaya". 
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The world is dependent on Brahman, though the latter is not dependent 

on the world. The onesided dependence and the logical inconceivability 

of the relation of the Absolute Reality and the world are brought out 

by the word, 'maya'. Maya does not imply that the world is an illusion 

- that the world is non-existent absolutely. The GTta repudiates the 

view that, 

"asatya apratistham te 
(§> •• 

- - / 
jagad ahuranesvram 

aparasparasamb hu ta m 

- 35 kim anyat kamahaitukan" 

It is a delimilation distinct from the unmeasured and the immesurable. 

Maya is sometimes said to be the source of delusion (moha). Deluded 

by these three gunas, God is veiled and. . becomes unrnanifested to our . 
mortal vision. The evil doers cannot attain to the supreme, for their 

mind and will are not instruments ol lhe spirit but the ego, "mayaya 

pa~rtajnana asurarn bhavam asritah ."
36 

The world is said to be deceptive 

because God hides Himself beh i,1d his creation. 

The individuals are subjects to maya, or delusion, when they are lost 

in outer appearances. We get Individuality when we transcend maya 

and realise our true status. From the standpoint of absolute truth, their 

individuality is dependent upon the object element. In this world those 
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acts indicative o l disc ti ncti ve individuality are not due to the actionless 

puru~a, but are derived from tl-> " for ces of prak~ti, "karyate hy avasah 

karma sarva~ prak:tijair gu~ai~." 

Maya in chief schools of philosophical 

Thought particularly those of Vedanta 

We have already examined that the concept of maya as conceived in 

the Vedas, the princ ipal Upanisads and the Gita. The Advaitins think . 
~ 

that their theory of maya can offer a proper explanation of all the 

fa c t of Maya. 

The concept of maya is most important thesis of the Advaitavada. 

Advaitavada is so dependnt on the- concept of maya that it may be called 
/ 

as mayavada. Samkaracharya, emphasized (as generally understood) 

on the c oncept of maya as some deceptive magical pow er. 

In the Baudha Philosophy "maya" was latently present as the concept 
I 

of Sur:yavada of the Mahayana Philosoph v. The rnadhyamikas regard 

subject and object of thought a relative and conditional, and therefore 
I 

essenceless. They posit the reality of the Sli~Jya whi ch is the eternal 

and absolute reality. It is predicateless. 

Nagarjuna, one of the chief expon·' ·lts of Mahayana school, believes 
/ 

in twu degrees of truth or knowledge. The Sur:ya is the absolute truth 

(paramartha satya). The relative world of phenome na is conventional 
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or relative truth (sarhv;ti satya). Samv;ti is the veil of ignorance (avidya). 

The ~dhyamika does not deny the relative truth of the empirical world 

of phenomena, which has been admitted to be real by common people, 
~ 

but he denies its absolute truth. He affirms the absolute truth of the 

~ul)ya or the Absolute which explains the world of phenomena. 37 

I 

All the elements have relative and contingent reality. Only the SllrJya 

has absolute reality. When the concept of ~ur:yata was used in the sense 

of relative reality, the relative has been br.anded as unreal like an illusion, 

a reverse, a dream, a magic show and the like, yet it has some reality. 

It has contingent reality whi r h can S('' ve the practical purposes of our 

life. It has empirical reality. Still it is unreal in relation to the Absolute 

(;ur:ya). It cannot be called ~CJI)ya or asut;~ya, or both or neither, but 

it is called 
/ _ 

in order to indicate its nature (prajnaptyartharn). SUf)ya 

The madhyamika denies the ontological reality of external objects and 

subjec tive cognitions on the ground that they are relative and contingent, 

and affirms the ontological reality of slil)ya or absolute. But this Absolute 

is transcendent, and cannot be related to the relative and phenomenal. 

The Advaitins on the contrary made mayavada dependent on the concept 

of the Brahman, The Absolute truth-the self luminous consciousness. 

It is obvious th a t the latter doctrine is influenced by the Madhyamika 

doctrine. It is specially Gauc;!apada who assimilated all the Buddhist 
/ 

Sunyavada and ·: e jnanavada teachings, and thought that these held good 
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of the ultimate truth preache d by the Upani~ads and thus he Ic c' ~ he 

foundation of the revival of Upani~ad studies on Buddhist lines. 

In the Upa ni~ads it was co ntended that the Brahman is the supreme 
' 

reality. It was Gaudapada, s·a'rn.karacharya 's teacher Govinda's teacher, 

who raised most probably for the first time the question regarding the 

relation of the Absolute Brahman a nd the relatively true world of our 

everyday experience. Gauc;lapada rejected the view that, the world is 

a mere illusion or a dream, he declared that "devasyaisa svabhave yam" -

it is the inheren t nature of the shining one. Somehow Gau9apada's view 

was realistic. Gau9apada uses the word 'ma ya' in the sense of some 

power, as some svabhava or nature of the Supreme Atrn an . Maya is 

a l ,v conside red as a power which hides the Brahman though inseparable 

from it. Maya 1s said to be the beginningless cosmic power principle 

-
through which the Atman imagines him se lf by himself. The absolute, 

together with this principle of nature i.e. maya is the Isvara. Anyhow 

Gau~apada has his attention fixed on the supreme reality, he declares 

that the world is not only a dream or a n illusion, and that the differences 

are only apparent. 

The _word maya is not used by Gaugapada with any strict principle. 

It is used sometimes to mean the inexplicability of the relation between 

the Atman and the world. Sometimes be wanted to mean maya as· the 

- I 

nature or svabhava of Isvara. Though Gauqapada denied the view that 
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the world is . he re dream or illusion, the appar ent dr e amlike charac ter 

of the world is e xplained by him as 1naya. The in man, says Gauc;iapada 

is at onc e t he co-gniser and the cognized, the world subsists in the atman 

through maya. 

It was also said tha t appearances (dha r mas) a re produce d only apparently, 

not in reality; their coming into being is like maya , and tha t maya again 

does not exist. Eve rything has a beg inning and a n e nd and is therefore 

false. The existence of all things is like a magical or illusory elephant 

(mayahasti) and exists only as far as it merely appears or is related 

to experienc e . It is onl y the conscwusness whi ch appears only to perceive 

a nd to be perceive d. 

I 

Samkara carried on the work of his teacher Gauc;tapada and by writing 

commentaries on the ten Upani;;ads and the Brahmasutras tried to prove 

that ; t is only the absolutist c reed which was preached through the 

Upani~ads and the Bramhasutras. Throughout his whole works he was 

contending against the philosophers who upheld duali sm such as Samkhya 

concept of prakr ti. He showed that the Upani~ads held that the pure 
IS> 

self as pure being, pure intelligence and pure bliss is the ultimate truth. 

This being accepted the world as it appe ars could not be real. It must 

be a mere magic show of illusion or ma ya . If only the self is the ultimate 

realit y, the necessary conclusion is tha t a ll e lse is me re illusi on or maya. 
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Brahman according to Samkara is the cause from which (proceeds) the 

origin or subsistence and dissolution of this world, which JS extended 

in names and forms. Brahman is the self of us all. Brahman is according 
/ 

to Samkara the identity of pure intelligence, pure being and pure blessed-

ness. 

All creation is illusory maya. But accepting it as maya it may be concei-

v r' i that c. ld (lsvara> created the world as a mere sport. From the 

absolute point of view there is no God who c reates the world, but from 

the vyabhaharika point of view this world exists and the God exists. 

It is emphasized that in reality, all creation is illusory and so also the 

creator. "Sariwpih av•idyavi ?ayo laukikavyavahara~taya Samv:tya jayate 

sar vam. Paramarthasabdhaven, tu ajam sarvam atmaiva".38 

' 
Samkara borrowed the concept of Sariwpi from Nagarjuna and converted 

it as maya. Brahman the self, 1s at once the material cause (upadana-

kararya) as will as the eff icient cause (nimittaka raQa) of the world. 

The Upani?ads held that reality or truth was one, and there was "no 
/ 

ma;1y anywhere and Samkara explained it by adding that the "many' 

was merely an illusion, and hence ctid not exist in reality and was bound 

to di sdppear when th.: truth was known. 'the world appearance is maya 

(illusion). In fact there is no real associat ion of the maya with Brahman. 

· 39 "Na hi sadasatoh sambandalJ". The question of how they are related 
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1s illegitimate. Maya or avidya has an apparent existence as soon as 

the truth is known it dissolves. The world is maya, since it is not the 
~ 

essential truth of the infinite reality of Brahman. 

The world somehow exists and its relation to Brahman is indefinable 

(anirvacan eya) 
I • 
Samkara takes up different attempts at explanation 

and finds them all unsatisfacto r1. It is difficult to conceive how the 

infinite comes out at a particular instant of time under the necessity 
, 

to become finite Samkara envisages Gau9apada's theory of ajati, or 

non-evolution. The world is non-different i.e. ananya from avyaterikta 

(non-independent) of Brahman. Brahman is manifesting Himself in the 
r 

finite, but Samkara would say that it i <; wrong to hold that the finite 

manifests the Absolute. We should remind that it is impossible to draw 

a distinction between the being of the Absolute and its expression. No 

analogy which depends on temporal succession can explain their relation. 
t 

Samkara does not accept the view of transformation or pariQama. Neither 

as a whole or be ing portioned Br2hman ca n be explained as transforming 

into this world. Samkara advocated vivarta vada whi c h signifies the appea-

ranee of the Absolute Brahman as the re lative world of space and time. 

The relation between this finite world and the infinite spirit is a mystery 

for human understanding and every attempt ends in failure. Here the 

'maya' is applicable, which points out our limitation and airvacanTya 

characteristic of the relation. 

/ 

Samkara compat ~ magician's power to produce an apparently real object 
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before us from out of nothing with the inexplicability of maya. The 

world is illusory the production is illusory, as soon as we know the magical 
I 

power as mere magic J,ts spell vanishes. Samkara took different illustration 

of the rope and the snake, the shell and silver, the desert and the mirage 

to emphasise on the inexplicable one sided relation between Brahman 

and the world appearance. 

I 

Maya and avidya these two terms were used by Samkara synonymously 

"Avidya lak?a~a anadimaya'/tO Maya has two functions of concealment 

of the real and the projection of the unreal. A vidya is false know lege. 

-· 
It is t he absence of true knowlege. Avidya· veils the nature of the Atman 

or Brahman. "Avidyado~eQa vidyamanasya atmanas tiraskarar:at."41 The 

j(~va subject to avidya canno-t know i ,., inner self, Brahman, within it. 

. 42 
"Avidyaya sariwrtam sat (brahma) r1a lak;;yate" Brahman conditioned 

by maya is Isvara. Maya is h i~ power or energy (Sakti). It is the sor·rce 

of the names and forms which are modified into the phenomena of the 

world. Though they are neither real or unreal but indefinable, they consti-

tute the nature of Isvara. -~'Isvarasyatmabhute iva avidyakalpite namarupe 

ta ttva ny:1 tvabhyam ani rvacanTye samsaraprapan caf)e jabhu te -' esvarasya 

maya saktih prakpir iti,"43 l~vara depends upon the limiting adjuncts 

of these names and forms which sr ring from avidya or maya. "Avidya

krtanamarupopadhyanurodhe~varo bhavati ''. Isvara is the omniscient knower-

his omni science and omnipotence depend on the manifestation of the 

seeds · of the wc r ld in the form of names and forms which are of the 
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nature of avidya. 'Avidyatmakanamarupabi; ~~~o..)l(.o.no. .. v(&pcl:-?aivot sarva

fnatvasya•45 His Lordship depends on the limiting adjuncts produced 

by avidya. He knows (even before its production) creates and rules over 

the empirical world of names and forms, which are of the nature of 

avidya . "Avidyatmakopadhiparicchedapek~a~ -esvarasya -e~varatvam sarva-

. - • I k . - ' 46 -I ' Jnatvai m sarvasa tltvanca. svara himself imagines different forms 

through His own maya. Isvara, endowed with maya, is active or inactive. 

"Isvarasya mahamayatvat pravrtty ctf.Jravpti ", 47 One eternal, immutable 

Brah r'1 a n appears to be the manifo lrl. world owing to maia. May CJ. is 

called mah~unaya and Isvara as mahamayine Sarvajnam Sarv£akti maha

mayanca tad Bramha'. Lts 

Maya does not exist mayaya janma tat mayopamam. Maya nama vastu 

tarhi :? Naivam, sa ca maya na vidyate•.4~Maya is neither being (sat), 

nor non-being (asat), but indefinable , J. nirvacanlya). Brahman the ontological 

reality is formless. Maya is not an independent principle like Samkhya's 

prakrti. In is Isvara's energy (~akti). It contains the unmanifest seeds 

of names anrl forms, which are tranformed into the subtle essences 

and the gross elements. Still t l1e re is no other concious principle than 

the eternal and immutable conciousness or Brahman, either. Isvara or 

Siner maya cannot be defined as real or unreal it is avyakta - "Avyakta 

- - - I - 50 hi . sa maya tattvanyatvanirupanasya asakyatvat". It is called avyakta 
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also because it consists of subtle essences of the e lements. They exist 

1n an unmanifest condition 1n it. Mava is the subtle condition of the 

world prior to creation. Maya is sometimes called aksara or the inde-

1 f - k h' - . / 51 structib e. It · is the nature o a vidya. "Avidyatme a 1 sa beJasakte~"· 

Maya consits of sattva, rajas and tamas. Pure sattva, not overcome 

by rajas ~ nd tamas, is the adjunct of lsvara. Maya is deep sleep, as 

it were or cosmi c nescience. 

The later Advaita Vedantists distinguished between maya and avidya. 

Mahadevananda Sarasvati defines ajnana as positive nescience, composed 

of sattva, rajas, tamas, neither real nor unreal, but indefinable, and 

capable, of being annulled by right knowledge. Ajnana is twofold, may-a 

and avid ya. Maya is made of pure sattva. Avidya 1s made of impure 

sattva. Maya ;s the adjunct of . Isvara. Avidya is the adjunct of the jiva. 

The twofold pc"ver of activity i.e. power of veiling (avarar:asakti} and 

power of :1ro jecting (vik~epasakti) are activised by Maya and Avidya. 

Maya has predominance of the power of projecting plurality of appearances. 

Avidya has has predominance of the power of veiling the nature of 

Brah11Jan'. 52 

Sadananda who defined ajnana in the same manner, divides nescience 

into collective (samasti) and individual 
~ 

(vyasti). . Collective nescience 

predominant with pure sattva 1s maya. the individual nescience with 

impure sattva element predominant is avidya. Maya is the adjunct of 

' ·. 
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Isvara and avidya is the adjunct of the jlva. Maya is cosmic nescience 

while avidya is individual nescience. Ajnana has a varal)asakti and vik~epa-
I 

sakti whi c h hi de ~ the re ality and makes pro jec tion of false appe arances. 
I 

Prakasat man agrees with Samkara that avid ya is a nothe r name of maya. 

But he hold s that power of projecting is predo minant in Maya while 

power of veiling is predominant in ,•v idya. '' Ekasminnapi vastuni v ik~epa-

- - - - - - - . - . . - - 53 pradhanyena maya acchadanapradhanyena av1dya Iti vyavaharabhedab." 

Vacaspati recong1 ses two types of avidya , mula vidya and tulavidya, 

Mulavidy a , the positive nesc ie nce 1s the cause of the world. Individual $-, 
nescience the locus of which is the jiva is tu!.ividya. Brahman, the object 

of 1escience subsisting in the jiva, is pe rverted into the world with 

t he aid of materiality of maya subsisting in Brahman. 

Vidyara~ya in Pancada~i regards maya as made of pure sattva, and avidya 

of impure sattva. Isvara is the reflection of Brahma n in maya. The jiva 

Is the reflection of Brahman in avidya. Maya and avidya are one. Maya 

produces depending on ~the will of Isvara. It has excessive power of 

veiling the nature of Brahman and the projec tion ·Of appearances. 

In the perception of nescience in the for m of 'I am ignorant', 'I do not 

know myself nor anybody else' et ( . - negation of knowledge is not per-

ceived. Here, no negativated object is implied - the general nesceince 
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is to be apprehended. In dreamless sleep general nescience is perceived. 

Its impression being revived in the waking after, is perceived in the 

\ 

form I did not k r ~ ow anything during deep sleep'. 



CONCLUSION 

The Vedanta, being an orthodox system of philosophy employed reason 
\E.> 

in subordination to the authority of the Vedas. Vedas formed the philoso-

phi cal background and basis of the late r philosophi c al schools (Orthodox) 

viz. Samkhya-Yoga, Ml mamsa - Vedanta etc . The V e.das represent different 

phases of . . religious throught manifested in their concept of polytheism, 

henotheism, monotheism and m0nism. The different Gods to whom the 

Vedas convey prayers are personifications of the different powers of 

nature. The Vedic thinkers wondered at the ~ ra.lt\d. and sublime powers 

of na ture and regarded the m as supe rna tural a nd superhuman spirits 

akin to human spirits. Various Gods like , Surya, Usas, Indra etc. were . 
worshipped. Indra, Varu':'a, Mitra or A.g ni were endowed with various 

super natural forces among which ma ya was conce ived as one . 

The Vedas specially the 1!-g - Veda, bear frequent references of maya. 

However :naya was conceivedas DaivT and Adaivi. The former was employed 

by the Gods like Tndra to prot~ct fro m the evil power of Asuri maya. 

The latte r was associated wi th the name of Vrtr a - the de mon. It was . 
described as a sort of obstructing powe r. Perhaps in latel'" development 

these two were merged in a single concept of ma ya mainly a deceptive 

power of producing this world of illusion. Maya we have already noted 

was originally envisaged as creative, sometimes as comparable to the 

notion of 'Dhar ma', '£3-ta' i.e. 'prajna', skill. 

The . Upani?ad s ca me immediately afte r the Vedas as the continuation 

a nd devel 0•) ment of the views of the Ve di c hy mns. They bear the ~ c;se..nc:e. 
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of the Vedas and consist ·; 1n an increased emphasis on the monistic idea 
~ 

of Absolute Truth. It is named as Brahman - the transcendent and imma-

nent cause of the world. It is attributeless, ultimate which is to be 

described by the method of negation, neti, neti. 

There remains the eternal problem of explaining co-existence of plurality 

and unity. As a matter of fact, in many passages the Upanisads declare 
• 

that the world is only a development of the absolute spirit. Nature is 

the manifested realisation of the Absolute. There is no suggestion in 

I 
the Upani~ads, specially in Svetasvatara, of the illusory character of 

the empirical. There are varied acco, ·· n s of creation which hold that 

maya is a creative force out of which the world is being produced. 

It is sometimes held by different philosophers that the Upani~ads supported 

the doctri ne of maya as a mere illusory force. Because the non-duality 

of the Self or At man or Brahm 2. n as the sole reality of the universe 

was emphdsized. It is undoubtedly true that according to the Upani~ads, 

plurality, succession in time, relations of cause and effect are not absolute-

ly real. But this is not to mean, that they are not existent or mere 

illusions created by some deceptive power. Regarding the reference 

of maya, the Upanisads simply try to emphasize that there is some . 
underlying reality in all experienced finite objects. But, it is to be noted 

that the Upan1~ad s nowhere indi-cate that the infinite excludes the finite. 

The inconsistenl :1 of the eternal reality of Brahman and the temporal 
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reality of the world was attempted to be reconciled by holding that 

this world is · not beside him but it has co1ne out of him, sustained in 

him and it will return to him. 

It is noteworthy that Vedic conce~tion of nature - worship which resulted 

initia!ly in polythei sm of personified dtities was developed towards a 

replacement of the idea of manyness by organised monism, then monism. 

The problem of explaining the many with One, diversity with Unity 

began to develop, which led monism to be idealistic monism. Idealistic 

Monism of Vedanta, specially of later Vedanta to save their idea of 

One - Absolute, tried to explain the world as illusory. But the Vedas, 

the Upani~ads, the Gita even the Vedanta in its earlier phase employed 

the eternal Ab, >lute not as exclusive of t empora lity but as something 

inc-lusive of 1ll the finite and limited existe nces. 

The Glta is an important religious treatise of the Hindus. It is part 

of t he great epic Mahabharata. It teaches theism and regards God as 

the supreme Para Brahman. The author of the Gita frequently reminds 

us that the manifold manifestation is a creation of Gods own mystic 

power or yogamaya. I~ , is also described as prakrti, the material as higher 
~ 

and lowe r which are to be conceived as successively puru~a and prakpi, 

i.e. matter and consciousness. Both of the m a re eternal. However, gradually 

maya co rn es to mean the lower prakrti and the source of delusion • . 
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The individuals are subject to maya, or delusion when they are lost 

in oute r appearance. All things partake the dua lit y of being and non- be ing 

fro rn 1 uru~ottama downwards. Though God has the e lement of negativity 

or maya he can control it. Cosmic process is the interaction between 

the two principles of being and non-being. We can establish indi vidua-

lity when we transcend maya a nd realise our true status. In this world 

those acts indicative of distinctive individuality are not due to the action-

less puru:,a, but are derived from the forces of prakrti. . . 

In this context we may refer to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan's view regarding 

the use of the word Maya in The GTt'a 5 -~ He has opined that 'maya' 

was not used by the author of the Gita as an inexplicable mystery. 

Though this meaning might be traced as implied in various slokas. Again, 

I -, 

Maya is the power, Sakti or energy of the personal God i.e. Isvara, 

coi nbining sat and asat, being and non-being pr <)duces mutable nature. 

-, 
Maya and Isvara, both of them are in this sense, beginningless. Thirdly, 

may v is said to be able to produce this world, matter and consciousness 

as higher and lower. Gradually 'maya' was used as to mean only the 

lower prakrti. Maya as the source of delusion hides the Real from the 

vision of the finite beings. It is in that avidyamaya but for God it is 
ISJ 

eternally vidyamaya. Lastly maya and its product world being an effect 

of God is likely to be understood as less real than God i.e. the cause. 

We have already discussed that the · concept of maya as conceived in 

the Vedas, the principal Upanisads and The Gita. In this connection 
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we may conclude thi s chapte r with a hri e f di scussion of the Advaitins ' 

concept of maya. 

Maya is one of the basic tene. ts of the Advaita Vedanta philosophy. 
' , 

It was highly influenced by the Sur;'yavada of Mahayana School. SOr;'ya 

was envi saged <:~ <; the absolute truth distinc t from the relative truth of 

the phe norne na l world. In the ·se nse of re lative reality, the phenomenal 
/ , _ 

reality might \.> ,· call ed as Slir;'ya or asur:y a , or both or neither, It was 

srwcially C <:J apada who raised the question regarding the relation between 

the Absolute Brahman and relatively true world o : .)Ur everday experience. 

He used the notion 'maya' as some power or energy as svabhava of 

the Brahman. Though he emphasized on the supreme reality, still he 

declared that the world is not only a mere dream or an illusion. His 

view in this regard was realistic. The world subsists in atman through 

maya. 

f 

Samkara c arried on the work of his teacher and tried to prove that 

it is onl v the absolulist creed which was preached through the Upani~ads 
/ 

and t he Brahmasutras. Brahman according to Samkara is the cause from 

which proceeds origin, subsistence and dissolution of this world of names 

and "' . forms. Samkara identifies Bhrahman with pure intelligence, ppr..e 

be ing and pure blessedness. If only the se lf is the ultimate reality, the 
I 

necessa ry conclusion !s that a ll else is rn e re illus{on or maya. Samkara 

compares magician's power to produce ·a n a pparently real object before 
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us from out of nothing as the projecting a nd hiding activity of i nexpli

c able maya. It is neither being not non-be ing, but indefinable. 

T o~ e later Vedantists distinguished between maya and avidya. Maya is 

made of pure Sartva, Avidya is made of impure Sattva. The former 

is the adjunct of Isvara while the latter is the adjunct of the jivas. 

The power of veiling and the power of projecting are activised by Maya 

and Avidya. Mahadevananda Sarasvati, Sadananda defined ajnana as 

positive nescience, composed of Sattva, rajas and tamas - which is because 

of its real and unrea1 characteristics becomes indefinable. Maya is the 

cosmic nescience, while avidya is individual nescience. Prakasatman, 

Va6ispati and Vidyara~ya also followed the desc ription of maya and 

avidya in this respec t. Maya as avidya is to be experienced in deep 

sleep as general nescience. Its e_xperience being revived in waking state 

after that, "I did not know anything during deep sleep". 
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